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Dr. Lin was my primary doctor for more than 10 years. I always asked his
advice prior to visit any medical doctors. He is very skillful and gave his heart
to his patients. His healing method is various from other naturopaths and
invented by himself. It’s a blessing that I found him and let him to look after me
for so many years. He had cured my illness completely.
For examples:
1. I didn’t realize I got ringworm from my cat few years ago and Dr. Lin just
healed me with a natural ingredient which I bought it from supermarket. I even
went to a dermatologist prior to Dr. Lin’s visit and the dermatologist didn’t
recognize it was ringworm and did biopsy. It was ridiculous that a dermatologist
couldn’t diagnose simple ringworm!
2. I was rejected on my insurance purchase due to fatty acid found in my liver. I
was worried that it will turn to liver cancer. So I went to Dr. Lin and again he told
me to get the natural ingredients from supermarket and drink it for 3 months.
So I followed his direction and had a blood test after 3 months. The report
showed that my fatty acid was completely gone and the insurance company
was speechless and amazed on the result.
3. My skin was very sensitive and suffered with acne for many years. I went to
a different dermatologist to cure my blackheads. The dermatologist advised
that I should take birth control pills and prescribed Acne Medication 5. Also a
patch test was done. After I put on the Acne Medication 5, irritation started and
dried up my skin which builds up even more blackheads. So I went to Dr. Lin
and he balanced my PH level by simply using a natural ingredient to wash my
face daily. I no longer have any blackheads and retrieved baby skin, just like
the Korean girls!!!!
Thank you Dr. Lin for your amazing healing! You’re the BEST!!
Peggy

Remark: Dr. Lin Does Not Treat a specific condition, instead of helping the
body's natural Self-Healing and Self-Regulating functions.

